
Infor CloudSuite HCM Summary
Talent drives business

Since business runs on talent, growing companies 
like yours need human capital management solutions 
that work, and work well. As you grow, your business 
demands a wider range of capabilities—without 
adding unnecessary maintenance, deployment time, 
and cost. You need talent management and HR 
systems that are strong enough to meet your 
workforce needs today, but innovative enough to 
adapt in the future. It's more important than ever 
for HR to have modern HCM solutions that are up to 
the challenge.

Discover Infor CloudSuite™ HCM, a powerful set of 
cloud-based human capital management solutions 
built to adapt to an organization’s evolving business 
strategy. This solution replaces complex processes, 
workflows, and systems with sophisticated, yet 
intuitive technology. And that gives your HR 
professionals the ability to deliver streamlined 
processes and remarkable experiences to your 
workforce, creating significant value across 
the organization.

Infor CloudSuite HCM provides broad talent and HR 
optimization capabilities, unique and insightful 
science-driven tools, and flexible technology so you 
can target your key business objectives now and in 
the future. Infor CloudSuite HCM makes it easy for 
you to buy, deploy, use, and maintain agile HCM 
technology in one solution from a single vendor.

Differentiating value
HR’s role has drastically changed from tracking 
employee records and overseeing payroll to 
delivering support for larger business strategy and 
new responsibilities across the organization. Modern 
HCM now requires new capabilities and tools to meet 
today’s expectations. Infor CloudSuite HCM is built to 
support the modernization of HR operations, and help 
HR deliver real, differentiating value.

Broad capabilities–Satisfy the HCM capabilities and 
end-to-end functionality you need in one solution 
from a single vendor, with great depth and breadth 
compared to other available solutions.

Science driven tools–Build competitive advantage, 
predict outcomes, tailor programs to individuals, and 
optimize day-to-day decisions by applying powerful 
science to talent processes.

Flexible technology–More easily buy, deploy, use, 
and maintain one of the most agile HR cloud 
technology solutions, even as demands change.
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Product details
Infor CloudSuite HCM consists of one core bundle 
and three optional add-on bundles.

Infor CloudSuite HCM Core Bundle:

■ Global Human Resources
– Organizational / person structure
– Employee safety
– Position budgeting
– Benefits
– Employee relations
– Absence
– Occupational health
– Time entry

■ Talent Management
– Talent science
– Talent acquisition and onboarding
– Compensation
– Goals
– Performance
– Development
– Learning
– Succession

■ HR Service Delivery
– Knowledgebase
– Case management

Infor CloudSuite Add-on Bundles:

■ Payroll
– Pay and deductions
– Gross to net
– Checks
– W2, Tax, ACH

■ Workforce Management
– Time and attendance
– Scheduling
– Workloads
– Assignments

■ HCM Analytics
– Labor productivity 
– Staffing effectiveness
– Quality measures
– Pre-delivered content 
– Data-driven decisions

Deliver results
Infor CloudSuite HCM offers the functionality you 
need in one human capital solution set, with broad 
capabilities from a single vendor—all deployed in the 
cloud. What makes the solution unique is its use of 
powerful science across talent processes to help 
decision makers and employees make better 
decisions with additional insight. Look to Infor for the 
flexibility you need for your HCM technology strategy 
and options within a secure, cost-effective cloud 
infrastructure. Infor can help you power your 
organization with modern HCM solutions. To learn 
more about Infor CloudSuite HCM, visit: 
www.infor.com/cloudsuite-hcm
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